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How to Make an Infused Oil 

What are infused oils? 

• An herb extracted in a fixed (base/carrier/nut/seed) oil. 

• Also called ‘macerated oils’. 

• This is a method of extracting a medicinal herb that you want to apply to 

the body topically. 

 

Why make them?: 

• They are very safe (usually made from edible ingredients e.g. food oil and 

edible herb); some are safe enough to use on children & babies too. 

• Can usually be used undiluted on skin. 

• Contain some essential oil but in small amounts, safely diluted. 

• Inexpensive. 

• Easy to make. 

• Long shelf-life (18 months + depending on the base oil that you use). 

• Variety: expands your options for treating clients. 

• Particularly helpful if you or a client are allergic to an essential oil 

component or you’d like to reduce exposure to certain components. 

• Very few infused oils are available commercially e.g. calendula, arnica, 

comfrey, St John’s Wort etc. Making your own or commissioning a 

company to make some for you expands your options for treatments. 

• More sustainable: takes less plant matter to produce than essential oils.  

• Also creates options for using local herbs instead of imported ingredients. 
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Purpose of using them: 

Can be used as massage oils (undiluted) or made into ointments, balms and 

creams. 

 

Which chemicals extract into oil? 

• Chemicals that are soluble in fat e.g. oil, butter and waxes 

• Fat-soluble vitamins e.g.  A & E 

• Small amounts of volatile oil (also known as essential oil). 

• Research in this area is on-going 

 

Always make infused oil with dried herbs. 

• Infused oils made with fresh herbs go off and grow mould due to the 

water content of the plant. Use dried herbs (bought from herb suppliers 

or dried yourself if you have this skill). 

• Properly made infused oil (i.e. with dried herbs) usually keep perfectly 

for at least 18 months (this will vary depending on which base oil you 

choose for making your extract). 

 

 

Which herbs to use: 

• Any herb that you want to apply topically (that is safe to use this way). 

• Examples are: calendula petals, rosemary leaves & stalks, lavender, 

arnica, plantain leaves, comfrey leaves, rose petals, self-heal flowers, 

daisy, seaweeds etc. See the lesson about HERBS for details, properties 

and Latin names to help you with correct identification. 
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Which base oil/carrier oil/cooking oil/fixed oil to use? 

• Use any base oil that is safe to apply to the skin undiluted for the oil part 

of this recipe e.g. sunflower oil, safflower oil, grapeseed oil, sweet almond 

oil, apricot kernal oil, peach kernal oil etc.  

• I find that refined oils work better than unrefined oils. A neutral base oil, 

with little aroma better takes on the properties of the herbs. This is 

especially important for working with herbs that have delicate aromas 

e.g. meadowsweet, roses, chamomile, lemon balm etc.  

• Unrefined base oils tend to be heavy and smelly and over-power the 

beautiful scent of a herbal infused oil.  

• I use certified organic, naturally refined & deodorised base oils e.g. 

sunflower or almond. These natural processes filter the oil to give it a 

lighter texture and remove strong smells, without there being any residue 

from solvents or heat damage (solvents and high temperatures are 

common ways to refine non-organic oils). 

• You could also use olive oil or rapeseed oil but I do find those quite smelly 

and that tends to over-power the subtle herbs.  

• You could use coconut oil but keep in mind that it will be solid at room 

temperature instead of liquid so won't work in the ointment recipe 

(although if it's already solid at room temperature then there isn't any 

need to turn it into an ointment, you could simply use this herb infused 

coconut oil!). 
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Method 

 

Equipment:  

You will need a pan and a glass bowl that sits on top of it (as if you were going 

to melt chocolate), hob, measuring jug, weighing scales, glass bottle, some 

clean, dry pieces of muslin (muslin is available from fabric shops or from 

supermarkets in the baby section). 

 

Technique: 

Make sure that all of your equipment is completely dry. Do not get water into 

this product at any stage. Water will cause mould to grow because bacteria can 

feed on the oxygen present in water. 

• Place the bowl on top of the pan. Make sure that the bowl is completely 

dry. 

• Weigh your dried herbs (remember not to wash them!). 

• Add approx 50g-75g/2-3oz dried herbs to the bowl on top of the pan.  

• Pour 300ml/1⁄2 pint of oil on to the herbs. The herbs should be 

completely covered with oil. 

• Sometimes the texture of herbs is very light and absorbent (e.g. dried 

calendula petals). If this is the case, then add more oil until the herbs are 

covered by the oil. Measure it so that you know your final ratio of oil to 

herb and can record it in your logbook [whichever system you use for 

keeping a record of the extracts & products that you make] and repeat it 

next time. 

• Allow the pan of water to gently simmer for 2 hours.  

• Make sure that it does not boil dry, add more water to the pan if needed. 
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• Remove the bowl of oil from the heat and leave to cool. 

• Strain the oil through muslin into a clean, dry jug. 

• Pour it into a glass bottle. 

• Throw the used plant material onto the compost. 

• Label with product name & date. 

• Store the bottle out of direct sunlight. 

 

Storing Properly: water & light are the enemies of infused oils. 

• Any water in an oil will cause mould to grow. 

• Prolonged exposure to light and heat will cause oils to go rancid (i.e. to 

oxidise). 

• Best Before dates: So much of this is determined by how well you store 

your oil, rather than by how old your oil is. As a guideline, take the best 

before date that is on the carrier oil that you used for making this.  

• Infused oils will usually keep for up to 18 months (this will vary 

depending on the type of base oil that you’ve used) when made with 

dried herbs.  

• Storing the oil in a dark glass bottle and in an unlit cupboard will help to 

protect the oil from the light and slow down oxidation (rancidity).  

• Well-stored infused oils can often exceed the best before date. Poorly 

made or poorly stored oils can go rancid long before the best before date. 

Don’t leave it lying out in the sun, or next to a raditor!  
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Using Vitamin E to prolong shelf-life 

• Vitamin E is an antioxidant and this can be added to infused oils to extend 

the shelf-life by helping to slow down the rate at which the oils oxidise.  

• There are various types and grades of vitamin E so please check your 

supplier’s instructions and useage advice on how much to add for this 

purpose. 

 

 

 

Using Infused Oils 

• You can use this infused oil as it is as a massage oil, blend with essential 

oils or you can use it to make an ointment.  

• It can also be used as part or all of the oil/fat part in emulsion-making.  

• See the video lesson on MAKING HERBAL OINTMENTS for an example of 

how to use these oils. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


